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										About us

										 Yangzhou Jingdu Brush Co.,Ltd

									

								
  
																
									  
  
  您的浏览器不支持 video 标签。

								
 
								
									  

									   
										Yangzhou Jingdu Brush Co.,Ltd is a family owned and operated China based company, established in 2006.In the last 20 years it focused on natural white, black, grey boiled bristle, brush filament, tapered brush filament, make up filament, PBT eyelash filament. The company plays significant role in the region. We enjoyed great popularity in world market. Refer to the production capacity, we can produce 1000 kg boiled bristle and 3000kg brush filament one day. We have around 100 employees, 5 Engineers, 4 QC. We have good quality control system.Now we would try to sell the top sold products directly to abroad. Please see the below all the products which are on the selling.

natural black/white/brown boiled (double, triple) bristles

bleached white bristles， mixture bristles， cut bristles (for hair brush)
synthetic filaments (PET/PBT, solid/hollow/tapered)

Artist Paint brush filaments， Make up brush filament， PBT eyelash filament
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															  PRO-FJDPTF-G-Pro Grade Physical Flagged Synthetic Filament 
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															  PRO-FW283 JDMF mechanical flagged purple and coffee solid filaments 
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															  PRO-FJDSF-PA612-professional series mechanical flagged filament 
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															  Pro Grade Mechanical Flagged Synthetic Filament: Pro-FJDC300 
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															  physical tapered red filament with white tips 
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									Discover Brush Excellence at Booth W1976, National Hardware Show 2024, USA with Yangzhou Jingdu
								

								

								At this year’s National Hardware Show, March 26-28, Yangzhou Jingdu 
Brush Co., Ltd. eagerly antici...
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									Mastering Paintbrush Bristle: An Expert Guide
								

								

								Understanding the pivotal role of bristles in paintbrushes is key to mastering your painting techniq...
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									Explore Premium Brushes at EISENWARENMESSE 2024 with Yangzhou Jingdu - Booth 2.2F081
								

								

								Yangzhou Jingdu Brush Co., Ltd., a leading producer of high-quality 
brush filaments and natural bri...
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									What is the difference between PA66 and PA6?
								

								

								What is the difference between PA66 and PA6? In the dynamic landscape of the brush filament ind...
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									Eco-Friendly Evolution: The Rise of Biodegradable Paint Brushes
								

								

								The latest innovation in paint brushes includes filaments that are biodegradable, marking a signific...
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                            Contact Us

                            
                            	Tel：+86 514 86395688
	E-mail：info@china-bristle.com
	Mobile：+8613952544522
	Address：South Industrial Park, Guocun Town, Jiangdu District, Yangzhou City, Jiangsu Province, China   Post
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                            	china-paintbrush.com
	Google+
	Linkedin
	Twitter
	Facebook
	Made in china
	Alibaba
	Yangzhou Jingdu Brush Co.,Ltd
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